
DATAS H E E T

CREATE A NEW REALITY

• Meet more PIRs with a single 
platform – tracking trade, supply 
chains, geopolitics and conflicts

• Increase efficiency with 
automated data collection and 
processing from millions of OSINT, 
dark web and premium sources

• Visualise trending topics and 
threats, and highlight unusual 
reporting about the areas and 
assets you protect

• Push actionable intelligence 
reports and schedule alerts 
straight from the platform

• Preserve findings to back up or 
re-evaluate incident response at 
any time

Make confident geopolitical risk management and strategic business 
decisions faster with the highest quality intelligence and analysis.

Silobreaker Strategic and 
Political Intelligence

Act with confidence when the world changes

Silobreaker’s single intelligence platform provides a comprehensive view of 

strategic and political situations, including trade relations, supply chain disruption, 

sanctions, economic policies, conflict zones and related cyberattacks.

Automate data collection, accelerate intelligence analysis and bring reporting and 

dissemination together in a single workflow. Silobreaker enables organisations 

to meet more priority intelligence requirements with a single tool, streamlining 

operational costs and improving decision-making with relevant, actionable 

intelligence. 

Deliver confident intelligence from the full data set

Protect your organisation’s operations and gain visibility into geopolitical and 

cyber threat activity, espionage, warzones, international trade, supply chains, 

sanctions and economic policies. Whatever your needs, Silobreaker experts are 

there to support you and ensure all stakeholder priority intelligence requirements 

(PIRs) are addressed.

Based on PIRs, Silobreaker’s Intelligence Hub automatically selects, collects and 

aggregates relevant information sources on a huge scale. From news sites, blogs 

and government advisories to finished intelligence reports and deep and dark web 

sites, the Silobreaker Intelligence Hub automatically collects millions of sources of 

unstructured and structured data to create a single view of security risk.

Confidently guide risk management decisions 

Silobreaker’s AI-powered Relevance Engine helps you keep up with events that  

impact your safety and security. Always running in the background, the Relevance 

Engine begins by automatically translating, processing, deduplicating and 

clustering the huge volume of data as it’s collected by the Silobreaker Intelligence 

Hub. 

Silobreaker’s Relevance Engine automatically analyses these sources in 

milliseconds, with unique multilingual entity detection to identify any mention 

of the organisations, key personnel, assets and locations you protect. The 

engine maps the relationship of these mentions to the topical events, threats and 

vulnerabilities impacting your operations – including foreign policy changes, 

elections, military activity, sanctions, related cyberattacks and any other threats 

your organisation monitors to guide risk management decisions.



Primary strategic and political risk intelligence use cases

SANC TIONS AND COMPLIANCE

Pivot across thousands of documents in a single 

search to keep up-to-date with the latest trade 

sanctions and regulatory compliances, including 

changes in AML legislation for financial services.

COMPETITOR BENCHMARKING

Stay informed on industry and competitor news. 

Visualise market trends and capture the latest news 

on product launches, C-level leadership, mergers 

and acquisitions, stock price changes and other 

topics of interest.

CONVERGING THREATS

Threats are converging and Silobreaker’s single 

console makes it easy to understand the relationship 

between strategic and geopolitical activity, 

physical threats and cybercrime to provide you 

with a strategic understanding of threats, risks and 

opportunities.

GEOGR APHIC MONITORING

Monitor geographical reporting around places of 

interest, including locations, infrastructure and areas 

of operations. Then, discover how your locations 

are mentioned in the context of activities or events 

including elections, changes in foreign policy or 

military activity.

86% Faster actionable intelligence

Accelerate the intelligence cycle with a 

single workflow, providing aggregation, 

contextualisation and dissemination 

of intelligence.

27% Improved analyst productivity

Provide faster and higher-quality insight 

with automated and PIR-driven intelligence 

from millions of sources curated for over 

ten years.

401%+ Return on investment

Answer more security use cases with a 

single tool, streamline operational costs 

and improve decision-making from more 

actionable intelligence.

Start delivering faster and higher quality insight today

Silobreaker provides everything you need to make intelligence-led decisions. Faster

Source: ESG Economic Validation, analysing the economic benefits of the Silobreaker security intelligence platform

Act on threats faster with one connected workflow

Unifying all intelligence in one place, the Silobreaker Workspace increases efficiency with a powerful integrated toolset that 

places intelligence analysis, production and dissemination side-by-side to produce and push intelligence more efficiently and 

consistently to any stakeholder – even those without Silobreaker access.

Scale capacity instantly, with a library of consistent PIR-led intelligence dashboards that can be customised by Silobreaker or 

your own teams. Fast-track the monitoring of key locations and sectors, economic and political stability, supply chain disruption, 

credential leaks and other cyber security threats. Silobreaker transforms complex data into easy-to-understand reports that 

visualise connected incidents and patterns of behaviour for greater impact. Findings can then be emailed with a few clicks, 

either as reports or scheduled alerts, preserving sources for later reference – all in the same platform.

Learn more and request a demo 
silobreaker.com

https://www.silobreaker.com

